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GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2020 
 

‘There’s no mistaking the varietal charm, core of red berry fruits scents and pinosity. Complex and youthful 

bouquet. Delicious on the palate with a core of red berry fruit flavours, there’s a savoury seam accentuating 

some dried herb qualities and sweeter toasty oak spice layers. Complexity layers in through an abundance 

of polished tannis and youthful acid line, cherry, plum and some ripe cranberry flavours. The acidity pulls 

everything together adding texture and freshness to a very lengthy finish. A fantastic wine…outstanding.’   

96 Points, Cameron Douglas MS, CAMDOUGLASMS.COM   

 

‘This is a deliciously spicy and complex pinot with aromas of spiced cherries, tea leaves, cedar, grilled 

herbs, smoke and potpourri. Rich in both flavour and texture, with plush tannins and a medium body. Long 

and spicy.’   93 Points, James Suckling, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 

 

‘Delicately scented and quite floral wine with violet/rose petal, cherry, anise/spice, cherry/berry and subtle 

oak flavours. Aromatic and appealing wine with purity and subtle power. Perfectly formed.’    

95 Points, Bob Campbell MW, THEREALREVIEW.COM 
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GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2019 
 

‘…concentrated cherry, plum and spice flavours, finely integrated oak, savoury notes adding complexity, 

and supple tannins.’   98 Points, Michael Cooper, WINESTATE MAGAZINE 

 

‘Varietal signature of ripe dark cherry, plum, wild raspberry and barrel spices quickly give way to aromas of 

complexity and intrigue, minerality and flowers’   96 Points, Cameron Douglas MS, WORLD OF WINE  

 

‘Beautifully poised and elegant with graceful power.’   96 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ 

 

‘An intense and compelling pinot noir that strikes a perfect balance between fresh fruit purity and exotic 

smoky oak.’   96 Points, Tina Gellie, DECANTER MAGAZINE 

 

‘An impressive, broody, rich wine with a smoky, meaty personality…I rather like this for its “no guts, no 

glory” attitude. Best Greywacke Pinot yet? Probably.’   93 Points, Rebecca Gibb MW, VINOUS.COM 

 

‘Beautifully ethereal Pinot Noir leaps out of the glass and instantly delivers a strong dose of sheer pinot 

class…exceptional vintage offers crazy value for money.’   94 Points, Angus Hughson, WINEPILOT.COM 

 

‘Lots of strawberry, plum and cherry aromas with hints of flowers and spices. Medium to full body with firm 

tannins and a long, energetic finish.’   93 Points, James Suckling, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 

 

‘Elegant, fruit-forward pinot noir with violet, floral, black cherry, plum, dark berry, hedgerow and spicy 

oak…A stylish wine with cellaring potential.’   93 Points, Bob Campbell MW, THEREALREVIEW.COM 

 

‘Pure and fresh, strawberry-rhubarb compote, raspberry and red licorice notes that show touches of 

caramel and malty Assam black tea’   92 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINESPECTATOR.COM 

 

‘Lovely and soft in the mouth, the texture a winner. The length is prodigious. I'd give it more time to 

swallow up that oak, then it'll be even better.’   94 Points, Huon Hooke, THEREALREVIEW.COM 

 

‘Deep, dark, brooding nose with strong mocha/chary oak influence dominating…big blast of dark, plum 

fruit, and herbal interest to counterbalance.’   91 Points, Bennet & Hudson, WINERATER.CO.NZ 
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GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2018 
 

‘A smoky, toasty, earthy-ironstone bouquet, dark fruits tinged with charry oak, all in balance. This is a 

seriously structured red wine, more than a varietal pinot noir, and very good.’    

94 Points, Huon Hooke, THEREALREVIEW.COM 

 

‘Gorgeously complex and seductive, the bouquet shows dark berry, toasted spice, warm mushroom and 

roasted nut aromas...excellent weight and persistency.’   95 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ 

 

‘Bold, spicy style of pinot that has abundant espresso, red and dark-cherry aromas. The palate is laced with 

mocha flavours and has a fresh, juicy and fleshy feel...’   93 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 

 

‘This is a complexing, earthy Pinot Noir with a dense flow of herbs and spices, vibrant red fruit and a silky 

tannin grip.’   95 Points, Candice Chow, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ 

 

‘Elegant, fragrant, almost ethereal pinot noir with violet, cherry and red fruit flavours, plus a seasoning of 

spices and nutty oak.’   93 Points, Bob Campbell MW, THEREALREVIEW.COM  

 

‘Dusty, sweet fruit, tilled earth, spices, chocolate, flirting with a funky nuance...Everything just works here; 

already drinking superbly.’   Outstanding, Mark Henderson, OTAGO DAILY TIMES (NZ) 

 

‘Beautifully reserved and understated pinot – wild strawberry, spice with black cherry plus juicy 

cranberry…stalky tannins providing supple grip.’   93 Points, Angus Hughson, WINEPILOT.COM  

 

‘Glimpses of green to be sure, but whiffs of dark cherry, mezcal, coffee bean, thyme, pepper grind, clove 

and autumnal forest floor notes bound to a medicinal twine, servicing ample interest. Good earlier drinking 

with an Old-World accent.’   92 points, Ned Goodwin MW, @NEDGOODWINMW 

 

‘…comparatively dark for the challenging vintage. This is a smoky, savoury and supple style. Cinnamon and 

cherry fruit provide the fragrance on the finish...’   90 Points, Rebecca Gibb MW, VINOUS.COM 

 

‘Mouth filling, with deep, youthful plum and spice flavours, nutty and savoury notes adding complexity, 

fresh acidity, and a moderately firm finish’   4½ Stars, Michael Cooper, MICHAELCOOPERWINES.COM  
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GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2017 
 

‘A very complex and well-executed style that has everything from crushed violets to cherries, blueberries, 

tar, Christmas spice, earthy notes, plums, sappy nuances and more. The palate has a sleek, succulent feel 

with very plush, smooth tannins, drawing the fruit effortlessly deep.’   

Rated 43rd. TOP 100 NZ WINES 2019, 95 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 

  

‘It’s the kind of delicious, sensual pinot that’s impossible to put down. The vivid flavours - cherry, 

pomegranate, and blueberry - are woven through the wine’s silky, plush body. The wine’s refinement, 

purity, and arc of flavour are simply beautiful. When it comes to pinot noir, it’s next to impossible to find 

this level of quality at so incredible a price.’   95 Points, Karen MacNeil, WINESPEED.COM 

 

‘Full-bodied and sweet-fruited, with deep cherry, plum and spice flavours, complex, savoury and long. Very 

age worthy, but already delicious.’   5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES

  

‘Fragrant and flavoursome, plum, raspberry, wood smoke and subtle floral flavours…backbone of fine 

tannins that perfectly balance fruit sweetness.’   93 Points, Bob Campbell MW, THEREALREVIEW.COM 

 

‘Dark cherry, fecund strawberry, sassafras, autumnal leaves and porcini scents, attractively carnal as all good 

pinot should be…sappy and impressively long.’   95 Points, Ned Goodwin MW, @NEDGOODWINMW  

 

‘When I tasted this wine, I was taken back to a childhood visit to the Jorvik Viking Centre in York. After 

queuing outside for what seemed like an eternity, we boarded small carts on rails and were transported 

around the centre, learning about life in Viking York. I remember the scary mannequins and the smell of 

smoked meats and log fires, and here they are in the glass. Once those savoury characters yield, there is 

fruitcake, cinnamon spice, thyme and fennel…Ready to drink, but with its substance and structure, it will 

evolve gracefully.’   93 Points, Rebecca Gibb MW, VINOUS.COM  

 

‘Smooth and elegant, with notes of caramel, nutmeg and black tea adding fragrant nuances to the plum and 

black cherry flavours at the core.’   91 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINESPECTATOR.COM 

 

‘It's medium-bodied and softly dusty in texture, with those soft tannins lingering on the finish.’    

90 Points, Joe Czerwinski, EROBERTPARKER.COM   
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GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2016 
 

‘Impressive richness and concentration of brambleberry and black-cherry aromas and flavours. The palate 

unfurls plenty of spicy and succulent fruit flesh with tannins that are nicely wrapped around the finish. This 

is all class.’   Rated 33rd. TOP 100 NZ WINES 2018, 95 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 

 

‘This is a great wine...packed with complexity and distinctiveness - aromas of wild red flowers and plum, 

layers of wood and lees spices, mushroom and white smoke, cherry and baking spices. Equally complex on 

the palate - even more so...’   97 Points, Cameron Douglas MS, CAMDOUGLASMS.COM  

 

‘Dark plum, smoky oak and dried herb...well-judged spicy whole-bunch character. It's at the fuller-bodied 

end of the pinot spectrum: a superb pinot.’   95 Points, Huon Hooke, THEREALREVIEW.COM 

  

‘Pleasingly aromatic pinot noir with red cherry, plum, violet, anise and a subtle grape stem flavour. A taut, 

vibrant, high energy pinot noir…’   94 Points, Bob Campbell MW, THEREALREVIEW.COM 

 

‘Earthy, dark-fruited notes of black cherries and plums. It's medium to full-bodied, plush and velvety on the 

palate, with a long, vibrant finish.’   91 Points, Joe Czerwinski, EROBERTPARKER.COM   

 

‘A powerful, very youthful red, it has bold, vibrant, cherryish, plummy flavours, hints of herbs and spices, 

and a long, finely textured finish.’   5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES  

 

‘Brooding black fruit and spice. Intense blackberry and black-cherry palate, with a fine tannic backbone that 

isn’t close to ready. Spicy and long.’   17+ Points, Tim Jackson MW, JANCISROBINSON.COM  

 

‘Bright and lively in texture and flavour, with hints of blueberry and strawberry lifted by subtle earthiness 

and just a touch of oak.’   92 Points, Marguerite Thomas, WINEREVIEWONLINE.COM 

 

‘It’s wonderfully polished in its styling, showing dark cherry, plum, spicy oak, charcuterie and floral 

characters…flavoursome and elegant at the same time.’   95 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ 

 

‘Gorgeous, plush, dark cherry fruit with vanilla accents...opulent, fleshy and supple. Framing tannins give the 

palate definition. Youthful and concentrated.’   93 Points, Toni Paterson MW, THEREALREVIEW.COM 
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GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2015 
 

‘Impressive richness and concentration, whereby darker cherries and sweetly spiced earthy nuances run 

through the nose to an effortless, pillowy palate texture. The tannins here are smartly wrapped around ripe 

plums and dark cherries. So seamless and long.’    95-96 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 

 

‘Intense, juicy pinot noir with ripe plum, cherry, blackberry, liquorice and subtle spicy oak. A silken-textured 

wine, layers of flavours that linger tantalisingly.’   95 Points, Bob Campbell MW, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ 

 

‘It has a lovely bright cherry nose, followed on the palate by some tarry oak, dark chocolate and fresh red 

fruits.’   93 Points, James Button, DECANTER.COM 

 

‘In the dark-fruited style of the vintage, marked by notes of black cherries, cola and spice. It should drink 

well for up to decade.’   91 Points, Joe Czerwinski, EROBERTPARKER.COM 

 

‘Very attractive, almost Volnay-like bouquet with blackberry and raspberry fruit and a touch of briar and 

minerals. This is a serious bouquet that reveals more with aeration. The palate is very well balanced with 

fine tannin, tightly wound black fruit…Very fine.’   90+ Points, Neil Martin, VINOUS.COM 

  

‘Deeply coloured, rich, sweet-fruited and smooth, with bold plum, spice and nut flavours…good complexity 

and the structure to age well.’   5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES  

  

‘All the best qualities of modern-day pinot noir – richness, complexity and elegance in one. It’s wonderfully 

weighted, offering outstanding depth and breadth…’   96 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ 

 

‘Sour cherry, light strawberry notes, rose hip tea, vanilla, liquorice and dark chocolate notes. Supple in the 

palate, ripe fruit flavours, some dried fruits too…’   91 Points, Mike Bennie, WINEFRONT.COM.AU 

 

‘Robust and expressive, offering spicy, campfire edge to the plum and cherry flavours, with shades of herb, 

spice and cola, backed by muscular tannins.’   90 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINESPECTATOR.COM 

 

‘Harmoniously interwoven aromas of ripe, dark-red and black-berried fruits...dark herbs unfolding a little 

whole bunch stalk perfume.’   19- Points, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ 
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GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2014 
 

‘Notes of dried lavender, white pepper, fresh loamy earth and black tea…smooth and plush.’    

Rated 65th, TOP 100 WINES 2017, 93 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINESPECTATOR.COM 

 

‘An earthy edge together with graphite and baking spices here as well as dark cherries and redder fruits. 

The palate has smooth, lightly textured but richly flavoured fruit in the form of spiced cherries and plums. 

Plenty of depth offered by this great pinot.’   94 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 

 

‘Simply put, this wine is sensational; the result of skillful, all-singing, all-dancing winemaking …elegant, 

characterful wine that is the essence of pinot noir.’   95 Points, Sam Caporn MW, THEWINEGANG.COM 

 

‘Glorious pinot…silky yet gritty backbone.’   94 Points, Beppi Crosariol, THEGLOBEANDMAIL.COM 

 

‘Fragrant, aromatic pinot with plum, black cherry and dark berry flavours, anise, wood smoke and spicy 

oak…potential to improve significantly with age.’   93 Points, Bob Campbell MW, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ 

  

‘Classic savoury, forest-floor notes frame black-tea and plum flavours in this concentrated, richly textured 

wine.’   92 Points, Editors’ Choice, Joe Czerwinski, WINE ENTHUSIAST (USA) 

 

‘Hints of Provence herbs and fragrant earth…soft, elegant and filled with earthy/perfumed flavour layers, it 

delivers great expression and poise.’   91 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM 

 

‘Still very youthful, it is concentrated, very sweet-fruited and savoury, with buried tannins and impressive 

richness, complexity and harmony.’   5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 

 

‘Something about Kevin Judd’s wines get to my soul. They can be as funky as any, but they always have fruit 

richness and sweetness.’   5 Stars, 19 Points, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ  

 

‘Fragrant perfume of red cherry, strawberry, cranberry…sleek finish, drawn out on pepper and spice. Sense 

of elegance…finely wrought wine of subtle charisma.’   91 Points, Mike Bennie, WINEFRONT.COM.AU 

 

‘Bouquet is deep, subtle, mysterious…enchanting.’   Geoff Kelly, GEOFFKELLYWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ 
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GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2013 
 

‘A beauty, a charmer and a deep thinker walk into a bottle. This is the result.’   

94 Points, Campbell Mattinson, WINEFRONT.COM.AU 

 

‘Fudgy, integral cordite and clove oak…sweet and brisk, with fine tannins and savouriness. Good length. 

Lovely freshness and vigour.’   17 Points, Tim Jackson MW, JANCISROBINSON.COM – Tasted 2019   

 

‘More savoury and Burgundian than the Marlborough norm.’   Julia Harding, JANCISROBINSON.COM 

 

‘The palate's very composed and settled, the 20% whole bunch use is really nicely worked into the wine, 

tannins are assertive and yet smooth.’   94 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 

  

‘A beautifully fragrant nose of crushed cherries and cranberries with lavender, violet and dried 

leaves…great concentration.’   91 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM 

 

‘Supple, elegant and seamless in an accessible style.’   93 Points, Bob Campbell MW, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ  

 

‘Beautifully harmonious…delivers deep, ripe, varietal flavours, meshed with the earthy, savoury, smoky 

flavours and silky texture of great pinot noir.’    96 Points, Chris Shanahan, GOODFOOD.COM.AU  

  

‘A refined style, with excellent depth.’   4½ Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES  

 

‘Dark cherry and spice aromas, a lacing of subtly smoky oak, and the palate is rich and fleshy, with good 

depth…smooth, round and impressively long.’   93 Points, Huon Hooke, HUONHOOKE.COM  

 

‘Focused, supple and bright, with juicy berry, cherry and pomegranate flavours and details of cedar and 

hibiscus.’   90 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (USA) 

 

‘Beautifully structured by loads of polished tannins.’   95 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ  

 

‘Sexy musky reduction to the aromas of black cherry, raspberry, plum, earth, gunflint and spices. Fat, plump, 

round and generous…dusting of fine tannins and very good length.’   Stephen Tanzer, VINOUS.COM  
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GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2012 
 

‘Sweetly spicy fruit-oak interactions to sniff, youthful and intense, with real elegance and ample soft tannins. 

The wine is youthful and bold, fresh and clean and shows high-quality fruit…the wine promises to show so 

much more if given the time.’   96 Points, Huon Hooke, HUONHOOKE.COM 

 

‘Elegant, supple Pinot Noir with bright red fruits/cherry/plum, spice/anise and very subtle savoury 

characters. Quite a complex and concentrated wine with a perfect structure of ripe tannins that appear to 

guarantee cellaring potential.’   94 Points, Bob Campbell MW, BOBCAMPBELL.CO.NZ 

 

‘Deliciously tangy, juicy cherry and cranberry fruit with raspberry acidity. Gentle texture…and an elegant, 

mouthwatering finish.’   93 Points, James Button, DECANTER.COM – Tasted 2019 

 

‘Aromas of red currants, black cherries and raspberry leaves with some loamy characters plus hints of roses 

and black tea. The concentrated palate has a great savoury fruit character supported by firm, grainy tannins 

through the long, earthy finish.’   92+ Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM 

 

‘Fresh and aromatic, with green matcha tea, sea salt, lavender and melon notes to complement the pure 

macerated raspberry and juicy cherry fruit and generous velvety tannins. Gains complexity and nuance on 

the long finish.’   92 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (USA) 

 

‘Smoky cherry, herbal complexity, spice, light creamy oak. Fresh and long in the finish. Delicious, interesting 

wine.’   93 points, Gary Walsh, WINEFRONT.COM.AU 

 

‘New oak darkens the scent of this wine, but there’s plenty of stemmy fruit to support it. Crisp acidity turns 

its flavors toward pink grapefruit in the finish.’   90 Points, Joshua Greene, WINE & SPIRITS (USA) 

 

‘Highly fragrant, elegant and savoury…spicy, nutty, slightly herbal flavours, showing excellent poise and 

complexity and ripe, supple tannins.’   4 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2015 

 

‘Judd makes wines with soul and a sense of place…sweet fruit and spice and lots of length. Concentrated, 

taut as a violin string and potentially very long lived.’    

WINE OF THE WEEK, Winsor Dobbin, WINSORDOBBIN.COM.AU 
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GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2011 
 

‘…details of clove, forest floor, tobacco leaf, pepper and dried lavender that echo on the long, lingering  

finish.’   Rated 48th, TOP 100 WINES 2013, 93 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (US) 

  

‘A taut, thoroughbred wine that needs time to unlock its obvious complexity.’     

95 points, Bob Campbell MW, BOBCAMPBELL.COM 

  

‘Greywacke takes on a different mood in 2011 to the fragrant 2010, and every bit as beguiling. More 

savoury, more peppery and more herbal.’   94 Points, Tyson Stelzer, TYSONSTELZER.COM 

 

‘There is a pretty, perfumed musky note to this wine…sexy red cherry and spicy plum. Spacious and silky 

on the palate with a sense of seductive complexity.’   93 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 

 

‘Lovely, sweet black cherry and plum fruit. Nicely dense, with some tannic bite. Supple, complex and 

showing nice depth of fruit.’   93 Points, Jamie Goode, WINEANORAK.COM 

 

‘It's concentrated and intense on the palate, yet beautifully refined and elegant, with plenty of polished 

tannins. Superbly long on the finish.’   94 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ  

 

‘Wonderful tannin tension to the fruit.’   92-93 Points, James Suckling, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 

 

‘Red cherries, black raspberries and red currants with suggestions of underbrush, violets and cinnamon 

stick...very good length and finesse.’   90+ Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM 

 

‘Fresh and full-bodied, with strong, youthful cherry, plum and spice flavours, nutty, savoury and showing 

excellent complexity.’   4½ Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES  

 

‘Dark morello cherry is deliciously inviting. There's a raciness and tight floral character…cool black fruit, 

lovely focus and hints of silky textured weight. Long.’   91 Points, Tom Cannavan, WINEPAGES.COM 

 

‘Raspberries and plums with layers of oak spices, savoury whole bunch herbs and raspberry liqueur…rich 

pinot with fine tannin structure.’   5 Stars, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ   
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GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2010 
 

‘Smooth and elegant…sophisticated mix of mineral, cedar, spice and ripe plum notes. Features a plush 

frame and a long, lingering finish.’   93 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (US) 

 

‘Full of dark plum, black cherry and earthy complexity; the palate is bordering on unctuous, with hedonistic 

layers of juicy fruit and a fine backbone of silky tannins; a long and expansive wine with freshness at its 

core.’   95 Points, Ben Edwards, JAMES HALLIDAY’S WINE COMPANION (AU) 

 

‘I really like this beautifully packaged Pinot Noir, which shows beautiful aromatics of floral black cherry fruit. 

The palate is fresh and elegant with supple black cherry, a smoothness of texture and a fine spicy finish. 

Real purity and precision.’   93 Points, Jamie Goode, WINEANORAK.COM 

 

‘Juicy and perfumed, offering lovely concentration to the complex, well-delineated flavors of raspberry, 

spices, sassafras and underbrush…excellent grip.’   91 Points, Stephen Tanzer, WINOPHILIA.COM 

 

‘Deep red/purple; impressive colour. Plenty going on here. Soft yet persuasive powdery tannins. Lots of 

structure and extraction. Good length.’    91 Points, Huon Hooke, HUONHOOKE.COM 

 

‘Vibrant red cherry and red raspberry notes with hints of cinnamon stick, cloves and tree bark. Medium to 

full-bodied and well poised in the mouth.’    90 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM 

 

‘Full-coloured, weighty and savoury, with youthful, vibrant cherry, plum and spice flavours…excellent 

richness and potential.’   4½ Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES  

 

‘Beautifully fragrant pinot…dark cherry, game, floral and subtle nutty characters. The palate is beautifully 

weighted and focused with velvety texture…’    94 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ 

 

‘An absolutely delicious pinot…Elegant, delicate, refined, full of finesse and gentle balance. Brambles, 

cherries, the tiniest hint of smoky bacon. Loved it.’   95 Points, Ken Gargett, SPITBUCKET.COM 

 

‘Raspberry cherry, and stemmy wood flavours swirl amidst a gorgeously slippery silky texture that is 

powdered with fine tannins. Sexy as all get out.’   9 – 9.5 Points, Alder Yarrow, VINOGRAPHY 
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GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2009 
 

‘Very polished wine, with smooth dark-cherry fruit aromas on the nose, fine dark chocolate, fresh, toasty 

oak and a whole barrage of hard brown spice complexity. The palate’s beautifully precise and focused; 

acidity sits neatly inside fine, even tannins and holds ripe and dark cherry-fruit flavour, in the saddle long 

through the finish. Beautifully delivered wine.’   95 Points, Nick Stock, GOOD WINE GUIDE 2012 (AU)  

 

‘Aromas of warm red cherries and black raspberries with hints of cloves, tree bark, rose hips and black 

pepper…the palate is finely structured with lively acidity and a medium level of silt-like tannins, finishes 

with lingering berry and spice notes.‘   91 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM 

 

‘Ruby-hued, it is silky-textured and richly varietal, in a feminine, gentle style with moderately concentrated, 

ripe plum, cherry and spice flavours...’   4 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 

 

‘Upstart with substantial breeding, charging straight into the A-Team of NZ Pinot. Perfumed rose hip, cherry 

blossom…assertive back row of finely grained tannins.’   94 Points, Tyson Stelzer, WINE100 MAGAZINE  

  

‘Beautifully ripe and sweet, with density and chocolaty coffee aromas, but not heavy or charry. Deliciously 

silky on the palate too, with long, sweet fruit and good acidity.’   Tom Cannavan, WINEPAGES.COM 

 

‘Surprising power…tingling with energy.’   4 Stars, Bob Campbell MW, BOBSWINEREVIEWS.COM 

 

‘Gorgeous silky tannins that give it both line and length.’   Tony Harper, BRISBANE NEWS (AU) 

 

‘An outstanding wine...ripe strawberries and raspberries, along with nuances of cherry liqueur and dried 

herbs, lifted by dark red florals.’   5 Stars, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ  

  

‘Destined to develop exotic personality with time.’   92-94 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ 

 

‘Silky, subtle…outstanding ripe juicy cherries and spice.’   Joelle Thomson, DRINKSBIZ MAGAZINE (NZ) 

 

‘Dense primary cherry fruit, some damp-earthy, forest-floor fragrance and spicy black pepper freshness. 

Tannins are ripe and firm, and the wine has plenty of cleansing acidity.’   Jane Faulkner, THE AGE (AU)  
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